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CMO_Kymar says:
::walks around Sickbay, waiting for somethign to happen and reading a general report::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::On the bridge at engineering station::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Sitting at station on the bridge::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir we have an incoming message from Dranuse

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::exits the Holodeck disappointed::

CTO_Augustus says:
::makes adjustments to sensors, and tuning the message::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sitting on the bridge mulling over some reports:: CTO: Put it through.

Dranuse says:
# COMM: ALL: Mayday mayday mayday, we have had a major plant explosion in sector Alpha 7 Delta Six. We request emergency aid from any who can hear us.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir

CIV_Walker says:
::After stealing Science One's chair, sitting down at the engineering console next to Q`tor:: CEO: So you see, I think, if we adjusted this setting here, we'd increase the engine efficient by up to 20%...

CTO_Augustus says:
::starts redirecting his sensors toward Dranuse::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::enters bridge goes to SCI I::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Records show this to be a prime chemical producer.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I can confirm something has occurred in the region

CEO_Q`tor says:
::listening to Walker, and then hears the mayday:: CIV: Perhaps we'll try that in the near future Mr. Walker, right now it would appear that our assistance is required

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO:  Specializes in some very toxic substances.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Fires, and sensors are detecting a hazardous mix of chemicals

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM: Dranuse: This is Captain Turner of the I.K.S. QIb, we're responding immediately. Are there any specific needs we need to be aware of in order to help you?

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Lay in a course for the source of the distress signal and engage.

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: Aye, Sir

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: DiLithium, Dioxins and Nitride compounds

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Sensors show dioxins, nitride compounds, and diLithium emmulsions on the surface.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Evacuation transporters are standing by sir, full warp power at your command

The distress message keeps repeating.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Disengage the comm but keep monitoring that channel.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Atmosphere is becoming acidic

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: See if you can find a way to nullify the acidic effect.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir also have sodium acetates, Trifolic acids and other acidics in the atmosphere

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: ETA 3 Minutes, time to establish orbit 7 minutes

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Greenhouse affect is occurring

CTO_Augustus says:
::Scans area for other vessels of support and asssistance::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Suggest we use a modified laser sir.   If we even have one aboard.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Get on it.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: sir it looks like we are the immediate help, all others are at least 60 hours out and they are freighters

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at the CTO:: FCO: Understood.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Aye sir.  Beginning cleanup and purging operations.  We will need to bring the QIb into the upper atmosphere about half way through the procedure.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, I suggest we send a message to Starfleet requesting a medical vessel be dispatched immediately

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Source is still producing the toxins, sir.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Whatever it takes Lt.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CEO: Do it Commander.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Akira, is it possible to create a bubble or pocket of air in a location where as to provide a haven temporarily

CMO_Kymar says:
::his console beeps warning him of the medical emergency down on Dranuse:: MO: Ready sickbay for casualties, use Cargo Bay 1 if you need more room ::watches as his MO runs off to get everything ready::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir at this rate 80% of the population will be casualties

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Can we beam any of them out?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Not from up here.  If we had a team on the surface we could create a pressure dome using portable force field generators.

CTO_Augustus says:
::attempting to ascertain locks::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::sends message to Starfleet using emergency channels::

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: Turner to Kymar.

CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: Doctor Kymar here, what can I do for you Captain?

Starfleet responds they are sending several ships to assist projected first arrival is 48 hours

CTO_Augustus says:
::notices incoming text message::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Skipper 48 hours before we get assistance from Starfleet

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: I need you to ready sickbay for casualties and then report to the bridge to assist in assessing our situation.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  I would highly recommend AVOIDING antimatter at ALL costs.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir I can get transporter locks on a few of them, at your command we can commence to the CB

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Just a forewarning.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Understood

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, Starfleet has dispatched several medical vessels, but the closest one is 48 hours away

CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: Sickbay is ready and Cargo Bay 1 is also set up to accept casualties. However we can only handle about 100 to 150.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  I wouldn't want to cook them.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CEO: Try to contact any ships that might be closer Commander.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Akira can you focus your sensors to the far portside containment  area on the planet.  It looks like he tank has been exposed to something

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Aye sir

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Scanning...

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: Understood Doc. Report to the bridge ASAP then.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::sends out a general emergency medical distress signal on all channels::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, I think we should make an attempt to setup an force field and save haven for those on the planet.

CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: Acknowledged, Kymar out

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Do you see how it looks like it was punctured not blown out?

CMO_Kymar says:
::strides out of Sickbay and into the TL after making sure everything is running smoothly:: TL: bridge

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I am also scanning and picking up metal particles differant then those of the containner

CTO_Augustus says:
::resets his scanners and starts to scan in detail::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Yes. Ruptures in the storage tanks are from the outside in.   Scanning for explosives.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I have found it, plastiques

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO: Confirmed

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, I am not recieving any replies. It would seem that we are the only hope that any of these people might have.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: or residue that indicates that

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL Grunts and Grinds into action before stopping moments later at the bridge, as the door opens he steps out::

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO/CO: It comes from Vulcan, a very common explosive used in their mining operations

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks at the CSO then the CTO::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I volunteer to take an away team to the planet surface to assist there and to start the investigation before the evidence is lost

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO, CTO: very common in this quadrant.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Not till its safe down there.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: sir it is very common, you could probably get it anywhere, even on Romulas

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, is it safe for the inhabitants?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: The CSO has said that we can erect a force field dome down there, they are going to need it and soon

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, I would suggest that environmental suits be used, and a safe zone be established using Lieutenant Yamamato's field enhancers

CIV_Walker says:
::speaks up:: CO: Captain, EVA Suits should be able to provide sufficent protection from the effects.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: What do you think? Will EVA suits provide enough protection?

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at Akira::

CMO_Kymar says:
::walks over and sits at Sci 2, listening to the Conversation unfold::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO:  Short time.  Atmosphere is quickly becoming near Venusian before teraforming.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: It would take a good team less than 5 minutes in EVA's to set the dome up right?

CMO_Kymar says:
::brings up the sensor logs on the scans of the planets atmosphere and studies them for a minute::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Then we better hurry. Do you feel an away team is needed?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Or would help for that matter?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO:  We could set up a temporary pressure dome.  Triage the populace.

CTO_Augustus says:
::scans the area with the most inhabits for a clear location::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at the Captain::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Alright then.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir your talking about people here we are suppose to help

Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Commander Q'Tor will lead the team and head up the engineering of the dome with Lt. Yamamoto's help.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO/CEO: I have a location with 154 people still alive

Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Doc you go with them and bring a full EMS team.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: You head up the investigation of why the hell all this happened.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, Strike Team Alpha is ready for deployment as well

CEO_Q`tor says:
::taps his Comm Badge:: Q'tor to engineering, I need a team in transporter room one with EVA suits immediately

CMO_Kymar says:
::hears his title:: CO: Aye sir :;gets up and walks over to the TL to wait::

CTO_Augustus says:
::reaches over and hits a recall button to notify the Strike team::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: I know we have to help people Lt but we can't help them if we're dead.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks at the CSO and CTO and motions for them to "lets get started"::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::follows Cmdr. Q'tor::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: In addition we might be able to use some of the shuttles on more remote areas and their individual transporters to bring others out as well sir

CTO_Augustus says:
::reaching under the console pulls his favorite phaser out and sheaths it::

CTO_Augustus says:
::following CEO and CSO off the bridge::

CMO_Kymar says:
::taps his Comm Badge:: *MO_D'oh*: Get an EMS Team down to Transporter room 3, i'll meet you there ::heads into the TL:: TL: Sickbay

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Good idea Lieutenant. You take charge of that opreation as well.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Gladius, as soon and we arrive on the planet I want your security team to set up a perimeter. Our first priority is to get the survivors out. Then we will start the investigation.

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Aye

CTO_Augustus says:
::taps Comm Badge::

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he quickly gets out, walking into his back room he begins putting on his medical EVA suit::

CEO_Q`tor says:
TL: Transporter room one

CTO_Augustus says:
*ALL PILOTS*: Man your shuttles for immediate rescue of persons on the surface, use all bacterial protection in transportation procedures

CMO_Kymar says:
::walking out in his shining suit of White with the SF medical symbol on his left breast and upper arms he gets his Phaser Pistol from his desk and shoulders a Med kit before heading back into the TL:: TL: Transporter Room 3

CEO_Q`tor says:
::arrives in transporter room one and suits up in an EVA suit::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::takes his position on the transporter pad::  CSO/CTO: Are we ready?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::shows his deft skill at putting on an EVA backwards::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::corrects the suit and steps on transporter pad::

CTO_Augustus says:
::attaches the last part of his EVA looks at Qtor and gives the thumbs up::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO:  Ready

CIV_Walker says:
::shuffles arround in a chair, cracking his knuckles out of boredem::

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he gets out and enters TR 3:: MO D'oh: Ready, Ensign?

CEO_Q`tor says:
Eng Party: Have the field enhancers ready for immediate activation...time is critical

MO_D`oh says:
CMO: Aye Sir ::nodding to his EMS team they step onto the transporter pads::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Transporter Tech: Energize

CMO_Kymar says:
TR Chief: ::steps onto the Transporter Pad:: Energize

Host Captain_Turner says:
*XO*: Turner to Friday.

CTO_Augustus says:
@Strike Team: Deploy in Zeta pattern

XO_Friday says:
::jumps, waking him up, and reaches over for his comm badge:: *CO* Friday here... ::glances across the room at his computer, telling him what time it is, and exactly how late he slept in::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::ST deploys accordingly::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::The transporter room of the QIb fades away and the scene is replaced by a Communications center on the planet surface::

CMO_Kymar says:
@ ::rematerializes with his EMS team on the planets surface, tapping some buttons on the computer attached to his wrist the Medical Tricorder HUD appears on his face mask::

As the CEO and CMO arrive they view a scene out of one of the old horror novels of the 20th Century, bodies lie draped everywhere. The People had collapsed where they stood moments before

Host Captain_Turner says:
*XO*: Commander report to the bridge, we have a "situation".

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CSO: Supervise the placement of the enhancers Lieutenant

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@ ::rematerializes on the surface and starts to exit the building:: CEO:  Aye sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looks around at the bodies::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::CTO, and three other TO's deploy to the container that was or had ruptured::

In the distance a sound is heard of someone pacing and pounding on a wall between the endpoints of his journey.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@Engr. Team:  Set up the generators about 500 meters apart around this structure.  We can use this building as our command center.

XO_Friday says:
::frowns:: *CO*: Aye sir. ::rolls out of bed, and lands on the floor with a thud before pulling himself up and quickly changing into his uniform. He makes his way over to the mirror, and quickly fixes up his hair as best he can while still asleep pretty much. Finally he heads out and for the bridge::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Sir, Strike Team has deployed accordingly

CMO_Kymar says:
@::looks around at the people, scanning each on individually as his eyes pass over the nearest corpses::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Locate the survivors doctor, and get them in here

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Scans with tricorder for persons and threats::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::places the last of the field generators and activates the dome::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::hears the pounding on the wall:: CTO: Gladius, you're with me

CMO_Kymar says:
@EMS Team: Spread out, give any survivors innoculations against whatever you can and give them all air tanks. Bring them back here ASAP ::watches as they all nod and move out, scanning bodies as they go::

CTO_Augustus says:
@TO's: Stay here

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: On my way

XO_Friday says:
::the TL kerchunks its way to the bridge, letting him out as soon as it arrives, and he does his best to look like he wasn't completely asleep 5 minutes ago. He heads down to one of the junior officers and asks for a sit-rep::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::follows Q'tor and Gladius to the lifesign::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::using tricorder begins heading towrads the sound of pounding on the walls::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Arrives at CEO's side::

Yeoman Yan says:
::Hands a full report with the ships status to the Commander Friday::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Commander, if that individual is alive, what will happen when we open it up to the air?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO:  Yamamoto to Q'Tor

XO_Friday says:
::takes it and wanders over to his seat, reading it along the way::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, do you have a spare breather with you?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CSO*: Q'tor here, go ahead

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*:  Generators in place and active.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::reaches into the satchel at his side and produces a small canister:: CEO: I have 6, each one will last about 9 minutes tops

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CSO*: Understood. We have located one survivor. We will be arriving in just a minute

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: very good doctor

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Commander. ::Nods at the XO with that "Why are you late" look::

CPO_Jacin says:
@*CTO*: We have secured the investigation site

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Open it up Lieutenant

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Stands by with phaser ready

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CPO*: Aye stand vigilant Jacin

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: QIb: Commander Q'tor to QIb

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Aye::starts to open the area up::

XO_Friday says:
::looks over at the Captain:: CO: Sorry sir. Problems with my alarm clock.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Walker, I want you to keep an eye on communications both from the surface or from any other vessels responding to this call.

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Hmmmm....................you caught up on our situation yet?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: QIb: QIb, this is Commander Q'tor, please respond

XO_Friday says:
CO: Pretty much. ::sort of half waves the padd he just finished reading:: Orders?

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Okay... ::Scoots over to Operations and sits down, watching the comms board::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*:  Permission to exit the field and begin searching for survivors.

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Incoming Communication from the Away team, Commander Q'tor.

CIV_Walker says:
::Puts the communication on speakerphone::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CSO*: Permission granted, but be careful Lieutenant. No unneccessary risks

CMO_Kymar says:
@::wonders how long it takes to open an air chamber::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*:  Who... me?

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: I want you to take up the shuttle operations. Contact Lt. Augustus and let him know.

XO_Friday says:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::slowly pushes through the force field allowing time for the field to pass around him like a shuttle::

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM: *CEO*: Go ahead Commander. :: Looks up in the air out of habit::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Do you see an intercom anywhere that we might be able to communicate with whoever is in there?

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Yes right over there::points to a unit::

CTO_Augustus says:
::CTO reaches for the unit and slips ripping his suit::

The CTO Passes out, overcome by fumes

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: QIb: The dome has been established, and we are searching for survivors now. I would suggest that low level phasers be used to seal up the breaks in the chemical storgae areas to prevent any further leaking

MO_D`oh says:
@ ::seeing the CTO fall he rushes over and scans him:: *CMO*: Sir! the CTO has been overcome by the fumes, his EVA suit was leaking. Permission to beam him to sickbay?

CIV_Walker says:
::Blinks at the Away team EVA Suit readouts:: CO: Captain, we have a problem with one of the Away team.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::watches the security team rush to help a fallen man::

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM: *CEO*: We're on it. Good work Commander. Keep us informed.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: QIb: Aye sir

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Problem?

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Never mind, sir, the problem has been dealt with.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::walks around, using his tricorder to pinpoint survivors.  Carries a set of pattern enhancers on his back::

XO_Friday says:
CO: Lieutenant Augustus fell and ripped a small hole in his suit sir. He's been beamed back to sickbay already.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::goes over to the intercom and punches a button:: Survivor: We are getting you out. Who are you and what has happened here?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Puts two and two together with the XO's actions and Walkers comment::

MO_Frick says:
*CO* We have the CTO and are working on him,  he will be out for a while but shall recover

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::finds a planet national and sets up the enhancers.  Drags several others into the enhancer perimeter::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Understood. Tell sickbay to inform us as soon as they have a handle on his condition.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@COMM:QIb:  Yamamoto to QIb.  Several survivors to beam to the triage area.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, as soon as you have a moment, I want you to check with the QIb and get me an update on Lieutenant Augustus' condition

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Hears Sickbays communication and gives the XO that "Nevermind" look::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Looks at the pressure gauge on the air chamber to see how much longer it will take to get the survivor out::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: I was wondering if we would get aid and how long it would be, I heard a series of explosions while I was in here, never thought I would ever be glad of getting my treatment though.

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Incoming Communication from Lieutenant Yamamoto, he reports to have survivors ready for transport to the triage area.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::taps his comm badge:: *Sickbay*: Kymar to Frick, give me an update on the CTO's condition

Host Captain_Turner says:
*MO*: Understood. Turner out. ::Taps commbadge::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Fraelin: We'll have you out in a few minutes. What were you being treated for?

CIV_Walker says:
COMM: CSO: Acknowledged, Lieutenant.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@::watches the injured dematerialize::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Inform the Transporter Chief and give Lt. Yamamato the go ahead.

MO_Frick says:
COMM: CO:   Doctor , we are debreding the damage to him and replacing vital fluids now, luckily they got him fast, he must be kept under sedation for now though

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@COMM:QIb:  Yamamoto to QIb.  Was the transport successful?

CMO_Kymar says:
@*Frick*: OK, keep me updated on his condition, Kymar out

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turning to Q'tor: CEO: He is fine, but will have to be kept under sedation

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: They say that this will cure an ailment I have, dunno, but seems to be working so far...

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CSO*: Lieutenant, what's your status?

CIV_Walker says:
::nods and sends a message to the transporter chief in room one to do the transport:: COMM: CSO: Transport is in progress, Lieutenant.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Thank you doctor. Is it safe to open this thing up yet?

Host Captain_Turner says:
*MO*: Keep me informed. Turner out.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*:  I am about 2 clicks out.  Waiting for transport to complete before moving on.  I found a handful of locals.

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: I can't tell. My Tricorder can't scan very well through the walls.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*:  Metal structures are showing signs of pocking.  We need to step this up Commander.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CSO*: Have you discovered anyway of nuetralizing the chemicals Lieutenant?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*:  Best way would be to for it to rain for a long long time.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*: Water that is.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looks at the pressure gauge and sees that it is 90% equalized::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: However, i would suggest against opening it up yet. Whatever ails the person inside might be contagious or he could die if not kept inside

CSO_Yamamoto says:
@*CEO*: Dilution is the solution for pollution.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CSO*: Could the QIb maybe ionize the atmosphere some how.....seed the clouds and make it rain?

CIV_Walker says:
CO: And now for the weather report. We'll be expecting strong rain and possibly high winds in the area of our away team shortly.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Stand by, I'm going to open the chamber door. Be ready to move quickly
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